Programming in Python
Today...

We will implement solutions to:

✓ Betty’s Bakery.
✓ The School Council.

All the slides are available at:

http://cs.swan.ac.uk/~cspj/teaching/pythonCPD/
Let’s Begin and End With Some Tasks

1. Split up into 2/4 groups (depending on numbers).
2. Each group takes 1 task – Let’s flip a coin.
3. As a group, discuss the design of your solution: Classes or not? What functions? etc.

4. **STOP at this point:** discuss your solution with the tutor!

5. Implement the solution in pairs.
6. Finally, each group, with the tutor, will present their design then solution to the other group. (8pm ish)

Throughout, we will be wandering around and discussing your solutions with you 😊
Thank You!